Hi it’s KC Lane!
Thank you again for booking a gallery event (minimum 8 paid guests+ hostess
to qualify for a free session) and maximum number would be (the number of
guests you can seat in one area for the gallery considering # of guests +
hostess + me up to 22). Group size will determine the length of the gallery.
See Group Event Tab for current pricing and estimated length based on group
size. I will accommodate group sizes 4 and up based on travel distance from
21234.
The gallery experience has been an amazing one for both me, and the guests,
and many times includes fascinating messages of afterlife validation coming
through to the attendees.
The hostess agrees to:
1. book the at least the minimum number of guests (4) for the desired
length of the event and have them arrive and be seated at least 10
minutes before event start time. Guests arriving late can quietly join in
and pay me at the end of the gallery.
2. provide a room where all guests are seated including me, and the hostess,
free from distractions such as animals and children. Children should not
be brought to the event. In fairness to the guests who paid to attend, I
cannot allow observers to sit in.
3. provide a list of the first names of the attendees at the time of my arrival
and not collect fees in advance. I will collect them please upon arrival.
4. provide a place to sit a few things next to my chair, where I can see
everyone in the group easily (and their loved ones around them). It’s
helpful to have a small table where I can sit presentation charts. I will
arrive fed and ready to go with my own beverage.

5. provide advance planning information to guests including asking guests to
ask their loved ones via their thoughts to join them at the event. Your
loved ones are around you all of the time. I am only tuning in.
6. limit the alcohol consumption of guests until after the event. Eating
during the first 15 minutes is fine as long as the guests have the food and
are seated.
7. make sure the guests know where the bathroom is and to have used it if
possible prior to start and to have tissues available.
8. inform guests they can record on airplane mode if using a cell phone to do
so. All cell phones need to be off on or airplane mode.
9. let me know within 7 days of the event if they need to cancel or
reschedule. Else a non-refundable deposit of $50 will apply to
reschedules if the rescheduled event also does not occur as scheduled.
The guests pay me each directly to me before the start of the event. Cash or
check is accepted. Please do not collect in advance.

The Gallery -- Afterlife M essages from Loved Ones from Heaven Earth
Session Format.

Here's the overview of the format:
1. Logistics – phones, leaving the room, recording if desired, tissues

2. Introduction - who I am, a little about my life story and how I got
to be a psychic medium, how I work and what to expect while I
work on building the group connection

3. Group Opening Connection -- please ask your attendees to send
advance thoughts to their loved ones giving them the date/time to
show up so they can prepare

4. Open Connection Time -- no connections are guaranteed but this is
where I open up to whomever is trying to get through and deliver
messages.

5. Targeted Connection Time -- this section is where I will go around
and ask the name of the person the attendee is trying to reach if
they didn't get my attention during Open Connection Time or
individually tune into the connections around the person to deliver
the messages

Remember, some people might not get connections for a
variety of reasons although this rarely happens in my years
of experience in this field. I will do my best to give each
guest a message, but cannot guarantee all guests messages.
I do not control the length of how long the loved one stays
or how talkative they are during the session fyi.

6. Closing Connection

7. Q&A if time (feel free to bring your questions about the Afterlife
and I will do my best to give you my perspective based on my
connection experiences during 6000 previous sessions since 2006
combined with information I have studied from other medium’s
work)

Please let the group participants know the following in advance:

 Under no circumstances is text messaging allowed in the session
area. Please ask guests to leave the area to text message.
Doing so in the gallery area is very distracting to me and the other
guests and breaks my concentration level, which will impact the
quality of the sessions. Please know constantly getting up and
leaving the session area will also break my concentration and
impact the experience for you and the other guests so please try to
keep to an absolute minimum.

 Alcohol consumption will impact the energy of the connections
(and behavior of the guests) and I do ask the guests wait until
after the event accordingly. I f there are guests w ho have

consum ed too m uch alcohol or other im pairm ent present
at the event and causing issues (getting up and leaving
constantly, talk ing over m e, causing too m uch distraction
w ith yelling out com m ents, other disrespectful behavior), I
reserve the right to term inate the event and fees w ill not
be refunded as I cannot w ork effectively under these
conditions (w hich have happened).

 There aren’t any guarantees of connections but generally speaking
if you still think often of your loved one, they will come through
during the session. It is helpful to send thought to them in
advance to know when the event is taking place. Also give them
the date/time/location via your thoughts to them. I am totally
convinced we hear thoughts of us from this level to the higher
realm and if I had the time, I could give you hundreds of examples
to validate this information. And remember your loved ones have
busy lives on the next level and they need to plan to attend also.

Otherwise, Relax and Enjoy! I love conducting the sessions and am looking
forward to your event. I will confirm the headcount with you also a few days out
from the event. If you need to contact me, text is the best option. The same day
of the event please only use text or phone to reach me. 410-440-5538

Thanks again for giving me this opportunity. I truly enjoy conducting The
Gallery -- M essages from Loved Ones from Heaven Earth Session
Format. So far, all guests have received messages.
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